
(NAPSA)—Allergan is inviting
patients suffering with cervical
dystonia to submit an essay
describing their struggle with the
condition and what treatment
with BOTOX® has meant for
them. For information and official
BOTOX® Dreams campaign rules
and to obtain an entry form, visit
www.BOTOXMedical.com.

**  **  **
Crunchy Raisin Bread French

Toast has a cereal coating that
adds a delightful crunch as well
as whole-grain goodness. For its
recipe and other healthy break-
fast  recipes,  check out www
 SunMaid.com.

**  **  **
A treatment that’s been

proven to smooth cellulite-ridden
skin while trimming inches off
problem areas such as thighs and
love handles is FDA-approved
VelaShape. It can minimize the
appearance of cellulite, even in
hard-to-reach places, with as lit-
tle as four treatments.

**  **  **
Angie Stone, the Grammy-

nominated singer-songwriter, has
teamed up with Eli Lilly and
Company to launch the national
Fearless African-Americans Con-
nected and Empowered (F.A.C.E.)
Diabetes campaign to encourage
African-Americans to take control
of and learn how to better manage
their disease. 

**  **  **
Bed bugs are not a sanitation

issue, which means they can be
found in any hotel or home. A
quick inspection for common signs
of an infestation can mean the dif-

ference between a relaxing vaca-
tion from start to finish and
spoiled return home due to
unwanted pests. To learn more
bed bug prevention tips, visit
www.orkin.com/learningcenter.

**  **  **
To encourage men to take pre-

ventive steps in their health care,
the Ad Council is running a public
service advertising campaign
encouraging men over 40 to learn
which preventive screening tests
they need to get and when they
need to get them. To learn more,
visit www.ahrq.gov/realmen.

**  **  **
To find the latest insights into

the relationship between allergic
triggers and asthma, as well as
how climate change may affect
this relationship, visit the Asthma
and Allergy Foundation of Amer-
ica’s allergic asthma awareness
program What’s My IgE at
www.whatsmyige.com.

**  **  **
For baby boomers, creating

models can be a great way to hone
fine motor skills while educating
the mind and earning the reward
of accomplishment. To learn more
and to find nearby hobby shops,
visit www.myhobbyfun.com.
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(NAPSA)—A new kind of tech-
nology is enabling blind people to
“see” their environment—but
instead of using their eyes, these
individuals are using a different
body part: the tongue. 
With just a few hours of train-

ing, users of a new visual device
form a spatial reference, mapping
touch information on the tongue
to their environment. Participants
detect shapes, identify motion,
report contrast differences and
depth cues. Remarkably, users are
able to use this information to
guide their behavior in ways that
other assistive technologies can-
not provide. 

About The Device 
The prototype BrainPort® vision

device1 makes it possible to find a
target from a distance and walk
directly to it while avoiding obsta-
cles along the way. In addition,
users can directly find and pick up
target objects (a coffee cup, for
instance) instead of touching
unintended items. All told, the
device offers significant potential
for improving safety and quality
of life for those who are blind or
have low vision. 
Visual information is collected

from a head-mounted video cam-
era and sent to a control box,
which translates the visual infor-
mation into an electrical pattern
for display on the tongue. The
brain then interprets the pulses
and creates “artificial vision.” 

Computer Power 
A key component of the system

is a Sony® VAIO® UX Micro PC.
This small form-factor computer
has a 41⁄2” screen, weighs just 1.2
pounds and provides video stream
capture and image-processing
capability, while interfacing with

the BrainPort vision’s user con-
troller and a remote host for
researcher feedback. 
“The VAIO UX Micro PC was

chosen for its light weight, small
size, long battery life and favor-
able cost,” says Rich Hogle, direc-
tor of product development at
Wicab. “Plus, this fully function-
ing PC integrates well into the
BrainPort system. In the end, we
found it an excellent choice to get
units up and running quickly,
while providing a worry-free solu-
tion for prototyping.” 

Why The Tongue? 
Numerous studies support

using the tongue as a sensory sub-
stitution channel. Research has
revealed that the brain can cor-
rectly interpret information from
a sensory substitution device,
even when the input is not in the
same form as in the natural sen-
sory system. And perhaps no
BrainPort vision device user has
taken the device to such heights
as Erik Weihenmayer—the only
blind person to have climbed the
“Seven Summits,” the tallest peak
on every continent. 
Among his many accomplish-

ments, Weihenmayer has scaled
the 3,000-foot rock face of El Capi-
tan, skied down the tallest peak in
Europe and guided blind Tibetan
teenagers to 21,500 feet on the
north side of Mt. Everest. In a
2007 demonstration of the Brain-
Port vision device, he was able to
“see” different playing cards, to
recognize the number of fingers
his wife Ellie held up in front of
him and to reach out and pick up
objects from the table. 

BrainPort And Balance 
The company has developed a

similar device for treatment of
patients with balance disorders.
With the BrainPort balance device1,
the signal on the tongue moves in
relation to the patient’s head posi-
tion. During training sessions,
patients are instructed to maintain
their balance while standing with
their eyes closed, solely by main-
taining the reference signal in the
middle of their tongue. And within
hours, most subjects learn to main-
tain their balance using just the
tongue signal. 
To learn more about the Sony

VAIO UX Micro PC and its role in
BrainPort technologies, visit
www.sony.com. For additional
information about Wicab’s vision
and balance devices, visit
www.sony.com/business.   

On The Tip Of The Tongue: Electrical Impulses That Help Blind People “See”  

Thanks to a device that sends elec-
trical impulses to the tongue, peo-
ple may soon be able to overcome
blindness and vestibular disorders.

1 The BrainPort vision device and BrainPort balance device are investigational devices and their use remains limited by
U.S. federal law to investigational uses only. Both devices are currently in clinical trials and are not yet available for sale. 

by Carter Oosterhouse 
(NAPSA)—More than ever,

Americans are looking to “green”
their lifestyles; however, they are
often confused by abundant and
conflicting messages. To help clear
up the confusion, HGTV has
teamed up with the Natural
Resources Defense Council on the
Change the World. Start at Home
campaign to provide simple steps

on how to live a
more eco-friendly
life and reduce our
collective impact on
the environment.
Simple steps can

truly make a big dif-
ference. For in -
stance, if Americans
recycled 32 percent

of their garbage, it would save 49
million metric tons of carbon from
being emitted into the air—the
energy equivalent of saving 11 bil-
lion gallons of gasoline.
Renewable and Reusable

Resources
It is an oldie but a goody: Recy-

cle, reuse and renew!
Choosing water bottles made

from renewable resources or
reusable materials, such as alu-
minum, saves groundwater from
being polluted, since manufactur-
ing just one plastic bottle pollutes
25 liters of water.
Twelve million barrels of oil

were used to make the 88.5 billion
plastic bags consumed in the
United States last year, so carry a
reusable bag with you for gro-
ceries, shopping, and take-out
food.

Green Home
Changing the world can start

at home.
If every U.S. household re -

placed just one roll of 1,000-sheet

virgin fiber bathroom tissues with
100 percent recycled rolls, we
could save 373,000 trees, 1.48 mil-
lion cubic feet of landfill space,
and 155 million gallons of water.
Americans use an average of 25

gallons of toxic chemical products
each year in their homes, most of
which are in household cleaning
products and many of which can
harm your health. 
Clean your home with non-

toxic and natural cleaning prod-
ucts. Just about anything can be
cleaned with white vinegar and
baking soda—and a few drops of
lemon or your favorite essential
oil makes things smell fresh and
clean without the use of harsh,
toxic chemicals.

Save Money and
the Environment

A few easy changes can make a
big difference in your energy bill
and in the amount of pollutants
emitted into the air. 
Replacing a regular lightbulb

with a compact fluorescent lamp
can save you $30 to $60 on elec-
tricity during its lifetime and keep
one ton of global warming pollu-
tion out of the air.
Screen savers—or any moving

images on your monitor—can cost
an extra $50 or more of electricity
a year. Start by turning off your
screen saver and cut even more
energy that your computer uses
by putting it in sleep mode when
it is not in use.
Visit HGTV Change the World.

Start at Home Web site at
www.hgtv.com/changetheworld for
additional green living tips.
Carter Oosterhouse is the expert

craftsman of HGTV’s “Carter Can”
and “Red, Hot and Green” and
host of the “HGTV Green Home
Giveaway.”

Simple Steps To Live Greener

Carter
Oosterhouse

(NAPSA)—With summer here,
many consumers look forward to
unwinding and enjoying the warm
weather with family and friends.
Whether it’s hosting a barbecue,
lying out at the beach or going on
weekend trips, consumers are
looking for an escape during the
summer months.
Bank of America says there are

simple ways consumers can set
aside the stress of finances as well
and put themselves in a position
to save this summer. Julie Mor-
genstern, author of “When Orga-
nizing Isn’t Enough: SHED Your
Stuff, Change Your Life” and an
expert on organization and time
management, indicates that sum-
mer is a good time to get into a
financial routine.
“The first step is to shed the

bad financial habits that keep you
from saving valuable time and
money,” Morgenstern says. 
To ensure consumers enjoy

their summer without the worry
of finances, here are some tips
that can help you stretch your
money without feeling the guilt:
Find reasonably priced

escapes. You don’t have to travel
the world or spend a fortune to get
a vacation. Try changing your
environment and surroundings to
gain a new perspective. Whether
it’s a meal in a restaurant with an
exotic cuisine, a drive to the coun-
tryside or anything different in
your day-to-day routine, these
small changes can provide the
fresh perspective you desire.
Picture the life you want!

While you’re relaxing on the beach
or sitting on your patio deck this
summer, reflect on the life you want
to obtain. Through visualizing the
life you want to live, you can more

easily set a course to make it real.
Do you crave more security, wealth
or less stress? Start by changing
your self-image and habits. If
money matters are a leading stress
factor in your life, start picturing
yourself as a saver and take the
steps necessary to make it happen.
Save while you spend. Mak-

ing small-item purchases through-
out the summertime can add up to
big spending. Look for opportuni-
ties to save. Use coupons or sign
up for a simple savings program
where you can save while you
spend, like Keep the Change® with
Bank of America, which automati-
cally rounds up every check card
purchase to the next whole dollar
and transfers the difference from
your checking account into your
savings account. The bank will
then match 100 percent of your
Keep the Change savings for the
first three months after you
enroll, and 5 percent thereafter,
up to a maximum total of $250 a
year. Customers have saved $1
billion since the program began.
Now, that’s savings that really
does add up!
For more information, visit

www.bankofamerica.com. 

Summer Savings Tips***
Striving for success without
hard work is like trying to har-
vest where you haven’t planted.

—David Bly 
***

***
All work done mindfully rounds
us out, helps complete us as per-
sons.

—Marsha Sinetar 
***

***
There is no substitute for hard
work.

—Thomas Edison 
***

***
For one human being to love
another: that is perhaps the
most difficult of our tasks; the
ultimate, the last test and proof,
the work for which all other
work is but preparation.

—Rainer Maria Rilke 
***

***
It is not work that kills men; it
is worry. Worry is rust upon the
blade.

—Henry Ward Beecher 
***




